
CFD for Inompressible Flow: Numerial EÆieny vs. GigaopsS. Turek, Institute for Applied Mathematis & Numeris, University of DortmundOne of the major tasks of nowaday Applied Mathematis and Numeris is the de-velopment of eÆient methods for the numerial solution of Partial Di�erentialEquations (PDE's). However, their simulation on modern omputers with ontin-uously inreasing omputing power is urrently performed by so many di�erentgroups from Physis, Chemistry, engineerial disiplines, Computer Siene andmore, suh that the atual role of Mathematis is not quite lear. The aim of thisartile is to demonstrate that partiularly modern Numeris has a large potentialto ahieve very signi�ant improvements for the quality of omputer simulations,espeially for CPU-intensive `real life' problems. In ontrast, we also illustrate byexamples that it is by far not suÆient to wait for higher GFLOP/s rates only!For the more or less speial lass of inompressible ow, we disuss the fundamentalproblems of Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD) and we propose `new' mathe-matial and algorithmi onepts whih are urrently under development. Realizingthem as software, the pratitioner will obtain highly improved tools - with respetto eÆieny and auray - whih may really allow in future the qualitatively andquantitatively preise predition of realisti ow behaviour.1 MotivationThe system of the inompressible Navier{Stokes equations desribes { in a domain 
 � R3and for a time intervall (t0; T ℄ { the veloity U(x1; x2; x3; t), with omponents (U1; U2; U3), andthe pressure P (x1; x2; x3; t) of an inompressible uid for given physial properties (kinemativisosity �, density �) and presribed initial and boundary values:��Ui�t + � ��xj (UjUi) = �� ��xj ��Ui�xj + �Uj�xi �� �P�xi ; �Ui�xi = 0These equations seem to have a quite simple struture, nevertheless they provide `grand hal-lenge' problems for mathematiians and physiists as well as engineers, and they are (amongothers) objet of very intensive researh ativities. However, beside people oming from researhareas also software developers and providers of ommerial odes work hard in this �eld, and alltogether meet at one ommon point, the Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD) software.Partiularly for mathematiians, inompressible ow problems provide a great potential forresearh ativities sine they inlude a wide variety of diÆulties whih typially arise in thenumerial treatment of PDE's. Thus, they are the perfet playground to test the eÆienyof today's Numeris. Going into detail, the problems whih sientists and pratitioners areonfronted with onern the following mathematial aspets:1



� time dependent partial di�erential equations in omplex domains� strongly nonlinear systems of equations� saddle{point problems due to the inompressibility onstraint� loal hanges of the problem harater in spae and time� temporarily sti� systems of di�erential equationsThese harateristis impose great hallenges on almost all �elds of numerial and omputationalapproahes. Among others, the following exemplary issues have to be taken into onsiderationif eÆient CFD tools shall be designed:1. very large nonlinear systems of equations (millions of unknowns)2. loally varying time steps (impliit shemes)3. loally anisotropi spatial meshes (boundary layers, omplex geometries)4. eÆient solvers (adapted to workstations and/or parallel superomputers)Ative researh in numerial and omputational methods is going on sine more than 30 yearsand the number of publiations and software pakages is enormous (see [1℄ for an impressiveoverview): As the following example shows, CFD software leads in many ases to qualitativelypreise ow predition. However, it is also fat that no reently existing CFD software ontainsrigorous mehanisms whih are able to ontrol the quantitative preision of the numerial solutionwith respet to the (unknown) exat solution. A requirement whih is absolutely neessary iffor instane drag or lift values have to be spei�ed!

Figure 1: Comparison of experiment (from: Van Dyke's `Album of Fluid Motion' [12℄) andnumerial simulation (from: `Virtual Album of Fluid Motion' [11℄): Flow around ylinder formedium Reynolds number. Both pitures show a qualitatively `good' agreement (unfortunately,the Reynolds numbers and the length sales are not idential!), but there is no hane to getestimates - based on the graphis only - for the quality of quantities as drag and lift oeÆientsdiretly on the ylinder. 2



One might expet (and it is often true!) that at least laminar inompressible problems - in2D, but also in 3D? - ould be solved if we only exploit the very large omputing power today.However, this is not suÆient! Current trends in CFD are to ombine these basi equationswith even more omplex omponents to simulate `harder' appliations. Only to all some ofthem: models from Physis and Chemistry are added for simulating turbulene, multiphaseow, nonlinear uids, ombustion/detonation, free boundaries, weakly ompressible e�ets, et.Additionally, the mathematial ommunity begins to inorporate error ontrol mehanisms of aposteriori type whih require the handling of fully adaptive onepts in spae and time.These physial and mathematial extensions have one ommon aspet: They all require veryeÆient and robust solution shemes for generalized Navier{Stokes{like systems as part of theomplete system. Someone not being a CFD insider might expet that the numerial solutionof suh basi (laminar) inompressible Navier{Stokes equations should be ompletely underontrol, despite all the well-known diÆulties desribed above. Is it true? Therefore, before theembedding into more omplex frameworks is intensi�ed, one should examine the question:`Are the existing solution algorithms for (laminar) inompressible ow problems al-ready suÆient or is further, maybe even tremendous improvement neessary?'Analyzing urrent software tools for the numerial simulation of the inompressible Navier-Stokesequations, one may get the following impression:� Most software pakages promise to solve all problems!� Pre- and postproessing and supported omputer systems are state-of-the-art !However, a more areful look shows that the employed mathematial and algorithmi methodsoften are far away from being state-of-the-art. In fat, the numerial kernels of many (om-merial) simulation tools have been developed in the 70's or 80's, more or less negleting manynumerial improvements of the last deade! And sine in many ases the main programmershave left the ompany, it is hard to hange these innermost omputational kernels...Based on the following DFG{Benhmark whih has been performed by many groups during thelast years we ould examine these statements more arefully. Sine the partiipating groups andodes represent a large part of most reent researh ativities in this �eld, the following resultsprovide still today a quite good overview onerning the state-of-the-art in Computational FluidDynamis for the laminar inompressible Navier-Stokes equations.2 The `DFG{Benhmark' on�gurationsUnder the DFG Priority Researh Programme `Flow Simulation on High Performane Comput-ers', (see [4℄) several test ases for inompressible ow problems have been de�ned whih havebeen performed by many groups up to now, with more or less onsiderable suess. Several newtehniques suh as unstrutured grids, multigrid, operator splitting, domain deomposition andmesh adaptation whih are typially used in order to `improve the performane' ould be om-pared and evaluated by these benhmark problems. In the following, we restrit us to the asesof Flow around a 3D Cylinder, in partiular to stationary 3D ow, Reynolds number Re = 203



and nonstationary 3D ow with time-dependent inow, (maximum) Reynolds number Re = 100;the omplete desription of all on�gurations and results an be found in [4℄, [5℄ and [6℄.The quantities to be alulated are - among others - the drag oeÆient d, the lift oeÆientl and the pressure di�erene �P on the ylinder, as steady values as well as time-dependenturves. In partiular, ontrolling the drag and lift oeÆients has proven to be very hard. Thisfat is very interesting for industrial appliations sine both represent realisti quantities from`real life' appliations whih however seem to be almost impossible to predit aurately.
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Figure 2: Geometry with boundary onditions and `snapshots' of the nonsteady solution: Weuse a partile advetor tool [11℄ whih is based on the alulated ow �eld and show veloityand pressure on a utplane.Some of the `oÆial' results (that means suh results whih have been performed during theoÆial benhmarking period) are listed in Tables 1 and 2 (we are group 10) inluding theused omputers (`#NEQ' stands for `spatial unknowns', `#TIME' for `number of time steps',`RAM' for `needed RAM memory in MByte', `CPU(s)' for `elapsed CPU time in seonds', `S'for `superomputer', `W' for workstation/PC', `REF' for `proposed referene values').4



Gr. #NEQ d l �P RAM CPU(s) Computer1 2426292 6.1295 0.0093 0.1693 233 2097 Fuj. VPP500 (S)2 555000 6.1440 0.0074 0.1604 122 8731 IBM 6K/370 (W)3 608496 6.1600 0.0095 0.1690 74 4150 Cray T3D/16 (S)6 6303750 6.2330 -0.0040 | 43 221706 HP735 (W)7 12582912 6.1932 0.0093 0.1709 3571 2630 GC/PP128 (S)8 362613 6.1430 0.0084 0.1694 126 51280 IBM 6K/590 (W)9 2355712 6.1800 -0.0010 0.1691 62000 IBM 6K/590 (W)10 6116608 6.1043 0.0079 0.1672 700 8440 IBM 6K/590 (W)REF � 6.15 � 0.008 � 0.17Table 1: Results for the stationary 3D test (details in [4℄ and [6℄)Gr. #NEQ #TIME d l �P RAM CPU(s) Computer1 630564 800 3.2826 0.0027 -0.1117 79 156460 Fuj. VPP500 (S)3 608496 1600 3.2590 0.0026 -0.1072 74 76142 Cray T3D/16 (S)6 6303750 18000 4.1600 0.0200 | 43 142646 HP735 (W)7 1572864 1600 3.3011 0.0026 -0.1102 518 149923 GC/PP128 (S)8 199802 1000 3.2120 0.0122 -0.1112 105 846000 IBM 6K/590 (W)10 6116608 668 3.2802 0.0034 -0.0959 840 164837 IBM 6K/590 (W)REF � 3.29 � 0.003 � -0.1Table 2: Results for the nonstationary 3D test (details in [4℄ and [6℄)Several onlusions have been drawn on the basis of these benhmark results whih were aeptedby all partiipating groups (see [4℄ and [6℄ for the omplete disussion):� While a qualitatively orret predition of ow behaviour is possible by most existingodes, aurate simulations with respet to quantitatively preise results are very hard toperform. While in 2D the required auray an often be ahieved by exploiting massiveomputing power, those methods get into trouble even on superomputers if they arebased on low-order disretization shemes or solvers with non-optimal run-time behaviour.Surprisingly, for some of the laminar test ases in 3D in the omplete benhmark suite [4℄,the orresponding referene values ould not be obtained, even using superomputers: Themaximum possible mesh size had to be hosen due to CPU limits and less due to storagerequirements!� Shemes whih do not use impliit time-stepping and modern multigrid-based solversare muh too ineÆient: Codes on existing workstations together with modern numerialtehniques an be faster than `old-fashioned' software on superomputers.� Nonsteady ow solvers still need signi�ant improvements. Looking arefully at theatually elapsed CPU times, even on superomputers, it is obvious why the test ases havebeen restrited to the moderate ases of Reynolds numbers up to Re = 100 only.These onlusions seem to be valid not only for this speial benhmark, but also for more omplexow problems. As a onlusion, they give a quite good impression of the apaity of reent CFDtools, inluding also ommerial pakages: Computational Fluid Dynamis gets into trouble ifquantitatively preise ow predition is required!5



3 Numerial and algorithmi oneptsOne of the aims of modern Numeris is the realization of the vision `safe solution on demand'whih is under progress during the last years:The inompressible Navier{Stokes equations are solved numerially on a omputer in suh away that a spei� ow quantity whih is presribed by the user is guaranteed up to a ertainerror tolerane in omparison to the (unknown) exat solution. The user has only to de�ne theappliation framework and the error tolerane (and hene a time limit). Then, all disretizationand solution proesses are handled fully automatially by the ode itself.To realize suh a `mathematial vision' as appliable software, several aspets have to be on-sidered, resp., all the following omponents have to be suessfully ombined:� Mathematial shemes whih are rigorously analyzable (! disretization)� EÆient algorithms (! solver)� Veri�ed and hardware-optimized software (! implementation)If we ould derive suh optimized omponents, one should obtain (at least) the same solutionquality with muh less unknowns, using muh more robust and faster disrete solvers,produing muh higher MFLOP/s rates. These orders of magnitudes of eÆieny enhane-ment are the potential of optimal numerial approahes!At the moment, one of the most promising approahes (see [2℄ and [6℄) is based on Galerkinformulations and Finite Element (FEM) disretizations: They seem to provide a omplete frame-work whih allows rigorous a posteriori error ontrol and orresponding adaptive grid manipu-lations. While lassial approahes are better alled error indiators sine a sharp quantitativeestimation of the error an be given only in some spei� on�gurations, this new approah seemsto overome these failures and an be formulated in a very general framework suh that also theNavier{Stokes equations and other CFD relevant models an be treated. For a motivating pre-sentation of the reent state-of-the-art we propose the papers by Rannaher and his group (seefor instane [3℄). A frequent point of ritiism is that the so-alled dual solutions inluding allstability and interpolation onstants due to the spei� user-de�ned ontrol funtionals as, e.g.,the lift and drag oeÆients or the pressure distribution on ontours have to be alulated, too.Consequently, one single omputation whih is based on suh ontrol mehanisms may spendmore CPU time than lassial approahes; but at the moment we do not see any alternativeapproah whih provides rigorous strategies for loal re�nement or oarsening of the mesh toend up with an (almost) optimal omputational mesh to guarantee a ertain auray!An important aspet for suh self-adaptive error ontrol mehanisms is the eÆieny enhane-ment of the orresponding algorithmi approahes. Sine no more a priori information is availableon the mesh topology inluding loally re�ned spatial grids and varying time steps, solvers withertain Blak Box harater are required to treat iteratively the resulting huge (nonlinear) sys-tems for arbitrary on�gurations. The aim must be to develop optimal multigrid omponentsfor the omplete inompressible Navier{Stokes equations; suh methods seem to be - at least atthe moment - the only available shemes with uniformly bounded eÆieny, independent of theproblem on�guration. 6



In ontrast to lassial iterative solvers, they do not work on a single omputational mesh only,but they exploit auxiliary solutions on a sequene of hierarhial meshes. Therefore it is ob-vious, that the development of orresponding intergrid operators is strongly oupled with theunderlying FEM spae. Based on the general lass of Multilevel Pressure Shur Complementmethods (MPSC) whih are a generalization of many existing Navier{Stokes solvers, very ef-�ient solvers in ombination with speial Finite Element spaes an be onstruted. A verydetailed desription of suh methods and the orresponding FEM omponents is part of ourbook [6℄ whih ontains lots of information about reent advanes with regard to the numerialsolution of disretized inompressible Navier{Stokes problems.As �nal aspet we still have to address the quality of the implementation, partiularly on modernomputer platforms. It is true that the speed of omputers still inreases in a ontinuous way suhthat PC's are urrently able to perform almost 1 GFLOP/s peak performane (these are 1 billionarithmeti operations per seond!). Additionally, extrapolations of the reent tehnology promisefurther eÆieny enhanement suh that workstations/PC's in the year 2010 will perform with1 TFLOP/s (1012 arithmeti operations per seond) whih is about the same as the fastestparallel superomputers today, but ahieving the same peak performane as single proessor!However, one often neglets that these `peak values' are ahievable only if the internal ahememory and piplining units are optimally exploited! If in ontrast the implementation has notbeen arried through in a hardware-optimized manner, the omputational eÆieny dramatiallydereases suh that many odes do not obtain a signi�ant perentage of the urrently possible100 MFLOP/s up to 1 GFLOP/s. Muh more realisti are eÆieny rates of about 1 - 10MFLOP/s on eah proessor for the fastest appliations (as matrix-vetor multipliations, forinstane) while omplex CFD appliations often have problems to ahieve 1 MFLOP/s at all.In suh a ase, the appliation on parallel omputers does not lead to the neessary performaneimprovements sine even the use of 100 proessors will lead to a realisti total omputationaleÆieny whih is lying still under the possible (peak) performane of one single proessor.This aspet and its onsequenes for software design and the applied mathematial algorithmsis quite new and its study in publiations is still very rare. Mathematial basi researh ofthis type, whih is strongly oupled with knowledge on omputer arhiteture and softwareengineering, is a very young disipline and is part, for instane, of so-alled `hardware-orientedNumeris'. For an overview on urrent problems and reent strategies we refer to the papers [7℄,[8℄ and [9℄. They ontain a desription of the underlying onepts for our Feast software projetand the derived Feast Indies and Sparse Banded Blas for evaluating and exploiting thehigh-performane failities of modern proessors for FEM multigrid approahes.4 OutlookWe are still at the beginning of understanding suÆiently well the proposed mathematial ap-proahes suh that rigorous self-adaptive error ontrol an be optimally oupled with orre-sponding highly eÆient solvers. Then, the next laborious step will be to develop professionalsoftware for the grand-hallenge industrial problems. However, the benhmarks and numerialstudies show that we must spend suh e�orts in improving the `basi tools', before stepping tomore omplex simulations! Otherwise, I see no hane to takle suessfully muh more omplexsimulation problems, providing not only qualitatively, but also quantitatively aurate results.7



Some preliminary examples for suh highly optimized `basi tools' based on numerial methodsand software for laminar inompressible uids an be found at the FeatFlow Homepage whihalso ontains the soures for the high-performane Feast projet.

Figure 3: FeatFlow Homepage (http://www.featflow.de)For those who are interested in possible appliations of FeatFlow, we reommend to look at the`Virtual Album of Fluid Motion' [11℄. This is a unique olletion of numerous movies (MPEG)whih an be viewed on every workstation/PC. Together with the freely available FeatFlowsoures, they are the perfet starting point to perform your own CFD simulations.Referenes[1℄ Gresho, P.M., Sani, R.L.: Inompressible Flow and the Finite Element Method, Wiley,Chihester, 1998[2℄ Johnson, C., Rannaher, R., Boman, M.: Numeris and hydrodynami stability: Towardserror ontol in CFD, SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 32 (1995)[3℄ Rannaher, R., Beker, R.: Weighted a posteriori error ontrol in FE methods, Pro.Enumath{95, Paris, 18{22 Sept., 1995 8



Figure 4: Homepage of the `Virtual Album of Fluid Motion' (http://www.featflow.de/album)[4℄ Sh�afer, M., Turek, S. (with support by F. Durst, E. Krause, R. Rannaher): Benhmarkomputations of laminar ow around ylinder, in E.H. Hirshel (editor), Flow Simulationwith High-Performane Computers II, Volume 52 of Notes on Numerial Fluid Mehanis,547{566, Vieweg, 1996[5℄ Sh�afer, M., Rannaher, R., Turek, S.: Evaluation of a CFD Benhmark for Laminar Flows,Pro. ENUMATH-97, Heidelberg, Otober 1997, World Siene Publ., 1998[6℄ Turek, S.: EÆient solvers for inompressible ow problems: An algorithmi and omputa-tional approah, LNCSE 6, Springer-Verlag, 1999[7℄ Turek, S.: Trends in proessor tehnology and their impat on Numeris for PDE's, Preprint99{31, U Heidelberg, SFB 359, 1999, submitted to Numerishe Mathematik[8℄ Turek, S. et al.: Performane rating via the Feast Indies, Computing, 63 (1999)[9℄ Turek, S. et al.: Proposal for Sparse Banded Blas tehniques, Preprint 99{11, U Heidel-berg, SFB 359, 1999, submitted to Int. J. of High Performane Computing[10℄ Turek, S.: FEATFLOW . Finite element software for the inompressible Navier{Stokesequations: User Manual, Release 1.1, 1998[11℄ Turek, S.: The Virtual Album of Fluid Motion, http://www.featflow.de/album[12℄ Van Dyke, M.: An Album of Fluid Motion, The Paraboli Press, Stanford, California, 19829


